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ASSTRACT

A Cr-rich granoblastic xenolith of calc-silicate gneiss in
a small granodiorite body near the Kiglapait layered intru-
sion, Labrador, contains coexisting Cr-rich and Cr-poor
garnet. The gneiss, which crystallized near 2 kbar and
5@oC, consists of diopside, garnet, calcite, quartz,
plagioclase, chromite and titanite, witi relrograde preh-
nite, epidote, and cblorite. Commonly, a bright green garnet
is in very sharp contact with colorless garnet. Microprobe
analyses of garnet pairs indicate a mmpositional gap located
approximately between Uv16 and Uv3s. The ugrandite
ranges in composition from Uv72Gr13An15 to Uv22Gr36
4n42, and the grandite ranges in composition from
Uv1sGr31An59 to UvlGrelAns. Ganguly (19?6) has calcu-
lated a miscibility gap in the ugrandite system based on the
approximate mixing properties of grossular, andradite and
uvarovite. The garnet in this gneiss seems to have formed
under equilibrium conditions, and thus confirms the exis-
tence of immiscibility in ugandite garnet, albeit with a sig-
nificantly diffoent compositional configuration.

Keywords: gartet, ugrandite, uvarovite, grossular, andra-
dite, miscibility gap, chromian, calc-silicate, xenolith,
Labrador.

Sovrnaernn
Une enclave de gneiss i calc-silicates granoblastiques et

enrichie en chrome, situ6e dans un pait massif de grano-
diorite prb du complexe stratiforme du Kiglapait, au labra-
dor, contient deux grenats coexistants qui diffbrent dans
leur teneur en Cr. Le gneiss, qui a recristallis6 i environ
2 kbar et 5@oC, est form6 de diopside, grenats, calcite,
quartz, plagiocla$€, chromite et titanite, avec prehnite, 6pi-
dote et chlorite rdtrogrades. Un grenat vert brillant a g6n6-
ralement un contact trbs franc avec un grenat incolore. Les
analyses des deux grenah a la microsonde rdvElenl une
lacune de miscibilitd entre Uv16 et Uv36. La composition
de I'ugrandite varie entre Uv72Grr3An1, et Uv22Gr36An4r,
et celle de la grandite, entre Uvt0Gr31An59 et Uv1Gr91Ans.
Ganguly (1976) avait calcul6 la lacune de miscibilit6 dans
le systbme de l'ugrandite en utilisant les propriEt& de m6lan-
ges approximatifs des tennes grossulaire, andradite et uva-
rovite. [a formatiotr d6 grenats d4ns ce gneiss semble indi-
quer des conditions d'6quilibre, et confirme donc I'existence
d'une lacune de miscibilite dans les grenats ugranditiques,
quoique les aspects gdom6triques de cette lacune diff6renr
sensiblement de celle calculde pr6cddemment.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Motsd&: greillat, ugrandite, uvarovite, grossuliaire, andra-
dite, lacune de miscibilitd, chromifdre, calc-silicates,
enclave, Labrador.
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INTRODUgIIoN

It is generally assumed that multicomponent solid-
solution exists within the two distinct types of gar-
net, ugrandite and pyralspite. The general formula
of a garnet can be represented ay &* $+Si3On, in
which X represents an eight-coordinated divalent
cation (Fd+, Mg, Ca, Mn) in a distorted square
antiprism and lrepresents a six-coordinated cation
(Al, Fd+, and Cr3*) present in a distorted octahe-
dron. In the ugraudite Broup, X is Ca. Where I is
completely filled with Ct'*, the end-member uvaro-
vite is formed; where it is filled with Fe3*, the end-
member andradite is formed; and where filed with
Al, grossular is formed.

Uvarovite is one of the rarer fonns of garnet. Its
wide stability is exemplified by the range of environ-
ments in which uvarovite as a phase and component
may be found. Uvarovite-rich garnet occurs in mafic
and ultramafic rocks that have undergone metamor-
phism or serpentinization at low temperature and
pressure (e.9., in the Bushveld Complex: Willemse
& Bensch 196,4, Frankel 1959). It is also found in
calc-silicate rocks and skarn ore deposits (e.g., in the
Karelia deposit: von Knorring 1957). The uvarovite
component in garnet solid-solutions is also stable in
d[s high-pressure and high-temperature environment
associated with kimberlites (e.9., as inclusions in dia-
monds: Meyer & Boyd 1972).

The wide range of stability of the garnet group of
minerals makes this phase important in calculations
to dstermine the P-Z history of natural systems. In
view of the wide lange in compositions of natural
garnet, i1 ls important to accurately define activity-
composition relations in the garnet system so that
the application of garnet chemistry to P-?ncalcula-
tions can be improved. A number of investigators
have tlus attempted to refine the data on binary mix-
ing properties in the garnet systems througb ther-
modynamic and crystal-chemical analyses. In this
paper, we do not intend to evaluate theoretically the
binary mixiug properties among garnet end-
members, but to present data from a natural system
that imply a miscibility gap in the ugrandite system,
as suggested by one of the tleoretical studies (Gan-
gulY 197Q.

GsoloctcAl SeruNc

The granoblastic calc-silicate peiss occurs as a
xenolith in a granodiorite dyke or small intrusive
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Table l. aEPREaEtrTAIM CEEMICAL C0UPOSIrIoNS or GABtrBts
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CoEposirl@ I & 2, 3 & 4, ed 5 & 6 repreaell pails of, sdLatLng garcts.

body located on the west shore of Wendy Bay,
Labrador, Canada, near the contact ofthe Kiglapait
layered intrusion with the Aphebian supracrustal
Snyder and Falls Brook groups (Morse 1969, Berg
lfiQ. The granodiorite was intruded either contem-
poraneously with or after the emplacement of the
Kiglapait intrusion (Mor$e 1969). In his field notes,

S.A. Morse (pers. comm.) described the outcrop as
one that strongly resembles an igneous breccia, or
agmatite. Most of the xenoliths in the agmatite are
amphibolitic in nature. Some of the angular frag-
ments in the breccia are relatively large, 1-1.5 m long
and approximately I m wide, and are locally veined
and dyked by the granodiorite.

FIc. l. The sharp contact between Cr-rich (dark) and Cr-poor OCht) garnets is shown
in this plane-light photomicrogaph. The Cr-rich garnet ranges in composition
from Uv5sGr4An27 to Uv3?Gr30An33, whereas the Cr-poor garnet in contact with
it ranges from UvqGrasAns2 to Uvltcr36Anrr. Abbreviations: Uv uvarovite; Gr
grossular; D diopside; Qz quartz. Width of field 0.38 mm.
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PETRocRApHIc DEscRrprroN

The gneissic calc-silicate xenolith consists of Cr-
rich diopside (7390), quartz (16q0), calcite (3v/o), gar-
net (390), plagioclase (290, Ans-Aner), titanite
(l9o), and minor amounts of prehnite, epidote, chlo-
rite and chromite. Most of the minerals form a
granoblastic texture, but the prehnite, epidote and
chlorite appear as felty masses in restricted layers.
The subhedral to anhedral pyroxene crystals are pale
green diopside. Commonly, tlese crystals possess
lamellar or lens-like areas of colorless diopside. These
lamellar features are not as regular as normal pyrox-
ene exsolution lamellae, but are more similar in
appearance to coarse perthite. The orientation ofthe

lamellar features is normal to the optic plane (010)
of the diopside host, and does not appear to be
related to parting or fracture in the crystal. Chro-
mite is rare and is armored by a corona of green gar-
net. Green garnet is zoned from bright emerald green
to pale green and coexists with a colorless garnet.
There are numerous instances where a green garnet
is in very sharp contact rvith colorless garnet (Fig.
l). Garnet grains lange from subhedral to anhedral,
and there is no correlation between grain shape or
habit and color @ig. 2). Both garnets may occur iso-
lated in clusters or juxtaposed. Green garnet may be
rimmed by colorless garnet @ig. 1); it may show
nearly euhedral boundaries in contact with colorless
garnet (Fig. 2B), or it may occur as elongate patches

Ftc. 2. Cr-rich garnet intimately associated with Cr-poor garnet. (A) In plane-light
photomicrograph, gxeen Cr-rich garnet is dark, and colorless Cr-poor gamet is
ligbt. Width of field is 0.38 nm. Abbreviations are the same as in Figure l. @)
Composite Crl(cr X-ray map and BEI of the same area show abrupt contacts
between Cr-rich and Cr-poor garnets. The CrKo X-ray map also indicates that
in some cases the Cr-rich regions 0ight) extend slightly beyond the boundaries
observed optically in transmitted light. Note that some of the boundaries of tie
Cr-rich regions exhibit apparent dodecahedral forms.
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in colorless garnet, with a sharp Becke line preseut
between the two.

MTNSRAL Crmursrny

Mineral analyses were obtained using the JEOL
JXA-5OA automated electron microprobe at North-
ern Illinois University. Operating conditions were 15
kV accelerating potential, 0.03 pA beam current,
20-second counting time, and a focused beam hav-
ing a diameter of 2-3 pm. Synthetic and natural sili-
cates and oxides were used as standards, and cor-
restions were made using the method of Bence &
Albee (1968) and the correction factors of Albee &
Ray (190). Ferric hon was calculated for garnet,

diopside and chromite aszuming standard stoichiom-
etries. More than n5 microprobe analyses of
ninerals in this specimen were obtained, of which
at least 230 were ofgarnet. Representative compo-
sitions and structural formulae of ten grains of Cr-
rich and Cr-poor garnet are listed in Table l, and
compositions and structural formulae of the coex-
isting minerals are given in Table 2. The pale green
diopside found in this assemblage contains up td 1.61
wt.9o Crp3, whereas the colorless diopside con-
tains no detectable chromium (Iable 2, compositions
3 & 4). The rare chromite crystals contain 60-62
wt.% CrtO3.

The garnet in tltis rock ranges from Cr-rich ugran-
dite to Cr-poor grandite (Fig. 3). The uvarovite in
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Ftc. 3. Chemical compositions of Cr-rich and Cr-poor garnet from the Labrador calc-silicate gneiss (solid circles), der-
ived from microprobe data, plotted in the system andradite-grossular-uvarovite. Also presented for comparison
are the microprobe dala for ugrandite reported by Jan et al. (1984; open stars), Duke & Bonardi (1982; open circles),
Dunn (1978; asterisks), and Prestvik (1974; open squares). The 4@oC spinodal postulated by Ganeuly (1976) for
the ugrandite system is also shown.
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contact with the chromite possesses up to 23 wt.go
Cr2O3 (Uv72.rGrrr.rAn1r, Table l, composition 7).
Although we find a wide range in garnet composi-
tions, there is a definite paucity of compositions
between Uv,6 and Uvro @ig. 3). This corroborates
the petrographic information, as shown in Figures
I and 24, which shows sharp contacts between green
garnet and colorless garnet. Of the few compositions
between Uv,g and Uv3e, rtrost are from near such a
contast and may represent composites of Cr-rich and
Cr-poor garnet, thus artificially blurring the gap in
compositions. This is substantiated by the CrKc
X-ray map @ig. 2B), which indicates that in some
cases Cr-rich areas extend slightly beyond the bound-
aries observed optically in transmitted light. By plot-
ting only garnet compositions that are demonstra-
bly coexisting, le., directly adjacent (Fig. 4), the gap
in compositions becomes even more obvious than in
Figure 3.

Pnrssunn-TnnapERATURE-X(CO2 ) CoNsrRArNTs

Assuming that the metamorphism of the xenolith
was approximately contemporaneous with the
emplacement of the Kiglapait intrusion, the gneissic
calc-silicate xenolith crystallized at 2 kbars @erg
1979, unpubl. data). This estimate is based on several
independent barometers applied to nearby rocks in
the Kiglapait contact aureole, especially the Fe-rich
orthopyroxene-olivine-quartz barometer @ohlen &
Boettcher 1981) and the Fe-rich pigeonite-
ferroaugite-olivine-quartz barometer (Lindsley
1980).

Based on textures and modal abundances, we
interpret the prehnite, zoisite and, possibly, chlorite
as retrograde minerals. Ifthis interpretation is cor-
rect, the crystallization temperature of the xenolith
is largely constrained by the association of garnet-
plaeloclase-calcite-quartz, which is controlled by the

UVAROVITE

CR

F E3*
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Ftc. 4. Compositions of coexisting garnet pairs in direct contact in the specimen of calc-silicate gneiss from Labrador,
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reaction: anorthite + 2calcrte + quartz : grossu-
lar + 2 COr. For Pnoia : 2 kbars, this reaction is
restricted to a temperature range from about 490 to
575oC, and to fluid compositions in the X(CO)
range 0. 06-0. I 4 (Rice I 983). Dilution of the grossu-
lar by a considerable amount of the andradite com-
ponent and minor uvarovite component would shift
the reaction to lower temperatures and higher
X(CO), although the dilution of the anorthite by
a modest amount of albite component would have
a slight opposite effect. The presence of diopside and
the absence of trernolile for these fluid composilions,
in conjunction with the association of anorthite and
calcite, suggst that the minimum temperature of
crystallization was unlikely to have been lower than
450'C (Rice 1983).

The low metamorphic temperature (500 t 50"C)
and H2O-rich fluids suggest that the metamorphic
recrystallization probably was caused by the granodi-
orite, or hydrothermal fluids associated with it,
because the Kiglapait-aureole isotherm for this loca-
tion can be inferred to have been about 700oC (Berg
& Docka 1983); furthermore, the Kiglapait intrusion
was extremely dry and apparently did not develop
a convective hydrothermal system Kalamarides
1984, unpubl. data).

DIscUssIoN

The coexistence of the Cr-rich and Cr-poor gar-
nets in the Cr-rich calc-silicate gneiss may provide
evidence of a miscibility gap in the ugrandite gar-

net. On the other hand, it may represent a case of
disequilibrium, resulting perhaps from
metasomatism. The low metamorphic temperatures
and Ca-rich nature of the assemblage certainly allow
metasomatism to be a viable hypothesis. The lack
of a tight clustering of compositional fields and the
presence of a few compositions within the composi
tional gap argue against the miscibility-gap hypothe-
sis and thus suggest disequilibrium. Even if the mis-
cibility hypothesis is correct, one would have to
suggest that different pairs formed at different tem-
peratures. The fact that some Cr-rich garnet com-
positions app€ar to be rimmed by Cr-poor garnet
might also suggest disequilibrium. Other features that
might support metasomatic disequilibrium include
evidence for possible metasomatic effects in other
minerals, such as the two slightly different compo-
sitions of diopside, although the orientation ofthe
Cr-poor lamellae parallel to (010) suggest an inter-
nal mechanism for their origin rather than a metaso-

Nevertheless, a number of strong arguments sup-
port the existence of a miscibility gap. Firstly, the
compositional gap is real and is difficult to explain
by any means other than a discontinuity in the solid-
solution series. As discussed above, some of the com-
positional blurring could be artificial due to com-
posite probe analyses. Secondly, the most Cr-rich
garnet does not coexist with Cr-poor garnet. Only
the green garnet with lowest chomium content coex-
ists with grandite (Fig. 4). If the grandite had formed
by secondary metasomatic processes, it seems
unlikely that these would have selectively avoided the
most Cr-rich garnet compositions for replacement
or adjacent growth. Thirdly, the dhectly coexisting
pairs have compositions that are more clustered than
those of grains not in direct contact, and the tie lines
are relatively systematic (Fig. 4). If disequilibrium
were involved, one might expect little regularity in
tie lines between adjacent grains. Furthermore, the
tie lines appear to shorten, on average, as the andra-
dite content increases, suggestive of a closure on a
solvus. Finally, although in some instances the Cr-
rich garnet is partly rimmed by Cr-poor garnet, in
others the Cr-rich garnet has formed euhedral faces
adjacent to the Cr-poor garnet. This axgues for con-
temporaneity in growth of the two garnets. On
balance, the widence supports the existence of a mis-
cibility gap.

Unfortunately, previous analytical, experimental,
and theoretical studies ofugrandite do not shed much
light on solid-solution relationships among garnet
end-members. The literature possesses a dearth of
microprobe investigations on Cr-rich grandite, and
only a handful of investigators have sought to deter-
mine the stability of uvarovite and uvarovite-rich
ugrandite. The microprobe results of Jan et al.
(1984), Duke & Bonardi (1982), Dunn (1978), and
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Prestvik (194) are shown in Figure 3. These authors
report total iron as ferric iron, and thus they proba-
bly overestimate the andradite component. The sam-
ples reported by Duke & Bonardi (1982) are from
a serpentinized wehrlite, in which the chromian
andradite is presumed to have formed at low tem-
peratures during serpentization. Jan et al. (1984)
reported a chromian andradite + chrysotile assem-
blage from a chromitite seam in dunite, which deve-
loped under greenschist-facies conditions at <380
to 525oC, depending upon the pressure. All these
composilions fall in the general pattern outlined by
the garnet compositions fouud in the Labrador
xenolith, as do three of the four compositions
preented by PresMk (194). Two of the garnet com-
positions (Uv61Gr27Anr2, Uv6rGr3eAnr) reported by
Prestvik occur with Cr-rich chlorile and traces of
pyrite. The garnet appears to be secondary in origin
and was formed at low temperatures. A third exam-
ple of ugrandite (UvoaGr3sAnl) falls in an axea that
we consider to be the uvaxovite-rich edge of the com-
positional gap. Although Prestvik indicates that the
formation of the uvarovite was not related to post-
metamorphic events, and thus that the uvarovite
presumably formed fi high temperature, it bears
many similarities to the Labrador occurrence. Prest-
vik's specimen, found in the contact zone around
nordmarkite, possesses the assemblage quartz +
albite + prehnite t uvarovite t pyrrhotite. Unlike
his other samples, the uvarovite in this rock is very
inhomogeneous and 2sning is not regular; the com-
position that he presented had the highest chrome
content in the sample. The fourth example of ugran-
dite (Uv*Gr66An) of Prestvik (1974) plots within
our gap in terms of uvarovite component, but at a
much lower andradite component than our exam-
ples. However, this garnet apparently formed at high
temperature and does not repre$ent a postmeta-
morphic product. This garnet, from the Velfjorden
area, Norway, has a similar mode of occurrence to
the Labrador specimen in that it was found in calc-
silicate inclusions in monzodioritic rocls. The assem-
blage reported for it is diopside + chromian gros-
sular + pyrrhotite t pyrite; in other places in the
rock, quartz is a dominant mineral. The ten garnet
compositions presented by Dunn (1978) are of
museum specimens from isolated localities, and
assemblages and P-T information were not pub-
lished. trf these Cr-rich garnets formed at high tem-
peratures, they offer no constraints to our possible
low-temperature miscibilif gap. If, however, they
formed at low temperatures, one would conclude
that the possible miscibility gap achieves closure on
approaching the grossular-uvarovite join.

In their study ofthe solid solution between uvaro-
vite and grossular at 1 bar, Huckenholz & Knittel
(1975) investigated the join casio3-cro:-azo: h
the system CaSiO,-Cr2O3-Al2O3-SiO2 at tempera-

tures between 8@ and 1550"C. Their study showed
that grossular forms a complete solid solution with
uvarovite. This work was followed by a study on the
stability of uvarovite on the CaSiO3-Cr2O, join up
to 10 kba$ (Iluckenholz 1975), which confirmed the
earlier work. Unfortunately, these investigations do
not address the stability of uvarovite at lower tem-
peratures.

In contrast to the experimental work mentioned
above, the study of Ganeuly (1970 approached solid
solution in ugrandite by the use of calculated and
inferred thermodynamic mixing properties. Ganguly
(1976) cautioned that "tenuous approximations"
were involved in deriving the interaction parameters
relating to the binary solid-solutions of uvarovite,
and thus certain aspects of the model may be artifacts
of the approximations. Nonetheless, he indicated
that the binary solid-solutions of grossular are intrin-
sically stable for all compositions. Based on his cal-
culations, however, the uvarovite-andradite join is
unstable with respect to phase separation below the
critical temperature 890 + l40oc. A phase diagram
presented by Ganguly, indicating the intrinsic sta-
bility of solid solution in the ternary system
gtossular-uvarovite-andradite, shows the calculated
spinodals from 900-400oC and the position of the
solvus at 800'C. Ganguly's 400oC ternary spinodal
is shown in Figure 3. The spinodals extend out from
the uvarovite-andradite join toward the grossular
end-member, with the spinodal intersecting the
uvarovite-andradite join at temperatures below
9000c.

Although 6anguly's (196) calculations do indi-
cate a solvus in the ugrandite system, the shape of
the solvus (and spinodal) is different from the com-
positional gap shown by our data. As stated above,
the tie lines presented in Figure 4 seem to suggest
that our compositional gap would not likely extend
to the uvarovite-andraditejoin. Supporting our con-
clusion arethegarnet compositions reported by Drke
& Bonardi (1982) and J an et al. (1984), which implv
that there is solid solution along that join even at
low temperatures. Our data suggest, instead, that the
compositional gap would intersect t}te glossular-
uvarovite join at low temperatures, with very little
solid solution of uvarovite in grossular, but exten-
sive solid solution of grossular in uvarovite. As indi-
cated above, the data of Dunn (1978) may or may
not contradict this conclusion.

CoNCLUSIONS

Although disequilibrium brought on by metaso-
matic replacement perhaps cannot be ruled out
entirely as an explanation for the coexisting garnets,
the weight of evidence supports the existence of a
miscibility gap in the ugrandite system. An obvious
compositional gap, rather gystematic tie lines between
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coexisting garnets, the absence of tie lines between
extremely Cr-rich and extremely Cr-poor garnels,
and textural evidence for contemporaneous growth
of the two garnets axe some of the stronger ,,rpport-
lns f3ctt. The postulated solvus of Ganguly (tillq,
despite its poor correlation with the compoiitions ot
latural lgrandite, can be taken as support in general
for a miscibility gap in the ugranditeJystem. Evalu-
ation of the miscibility gap and its compositional
location inferred from our data will require more
compositional data on natural specimens, new
experimental data in the ugrandite system, or better
thermodynamic data on solution properties for
uvarovite.
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